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INTRODUCTION

There are three design considerations which need to be given extra attention during the
planning stage of building an energy efficient home or if planning a major energy efficient
renovation of an existing home.

The housing site and prevailing winds or lack of, need to be considered. Natural
ventilation, harsh winter winds or natural protection (trees, berms, buildings) can all effect
long term comfort and home energy performance. Solar access combined with the house
shape and placement on the building site also has  a great effect on overall performance
and comfort. The floor plan and interior layout in relation to your particular current and
future family's wants and needs, is an equally important design consideration.

This publication details these important design considerations as a part of the Ahouse as
a system@ planning approach.  Although energy efficient housing can be built with any
style or type of housing, on any site or compass direction - winds, natural protection and
solar energy are free and produce no pollutants.  Changes made at the planning stage
regarding these design considerations have very little cost but can produce significant
lifetime improvements in home energy usage, comfort and usability.
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INITIAL PLANNING

SITE PLANNING

An ideal site for designing and building an energy efficient home, would have full solar
access and protection from the harsh elements of nature. These type of building sites
however, are often found only in acreage or rural settings. Unfortunately most urban
building sites and housing developments are laid out for ease of development and access,
looks and location, or convenience to main service roads. 

Fortunately, energy efficient housing works on any site or lot, with any style or type of
housing, on any compass orientation. Although your lot may not have any solar access
you can still build an energy efficient home.

When planning your building site you must know the prevailing winds in your area to take
advantage of them.  Shelter from the winter winds and cross ventilation from the summer
winds can be incorporated into the planning stage. Housing on urban lots must consider
the effects on wind flows and daylight, that the adjoining lot development and house
placement will have.  Information regarding wind direction and speed is available from
most local weather offices.

Wind and the Site

 
Winter Winds            Winter Winds

         Summer Winds

     Winter Wind
          Landscaping

  Earth-Shelter
       Soil Berm

If the immediate environment around the home is well protected, entries will be more
comfortable to use, outdoor play spaces will be usable on sunny winter days and outdoor
eating areas will remain pleasant from spring until fall.  As the  illustrations show,
vegetation and soil berms can be used to control winds around a site.
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SITE PLANNING

An energy efficient home is not necessarily a solar home, but solar energy can, and often
is used, to further lower energy consumption.  This applies only if the site conditions allow
good solar access (a southern exposure). In a cold climate, solar energy has the potential
to supply 20 to 60 per cent or more of the heating requirements of a home. 

To maximize solar potential  the home must be the proper shape and have unobstructed
solar access. The optimum building shape is one which gains the maximum solar energy
in the winter yet has the least exposed exterior surface area.  The sphere has the least
surface area in terms of volume enclosed and is the most efficient, but is not a very
practical building shape. A square offers a more practical building shape, but southern
surface area can be limited. The rectangular shape offers the best compromise for solar
gain since it exposes a larger area to the sun while keeping the total surface area to a
practical minimum.

An elongated rectangular shape along an east-west axis exposes the longer south side
to maximum heat gain in the winter.  Research has shown that a long side to short side
ratio of 1.5 to 1.0 is optimum in a cold climate.  The low winter sun shines almost directly
on the vertical south side.  Windows will then intercept the maximum amount of solar
radiation available during the winter months.

Optimum Building Shape

 Elongated Floor Plan
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SOLAR ACCESS
    

No obstacles should be in the way of the low angle rays of winter sun.  This solar access
must be clear from about 9.00 a.m to 3.00 p.m when over 90% of the winter solar radiation
occurs.  If the sun is blocked for even one hour, up to 20% of this energy will not be
available. Remember, some deciduous trees, even without their leaves, can block up
to 50% of the sun.

Winter Shading

On December 21 at noon, this angle will be 17 at the0 

49th latitude, decreasing as one moves North,
increasing as one moves South

         17 0

The long side can face as much as 30 degrees east or west of true south and still receive
over 90% of the available solar energy.  This means quite a degree of flexibility when
siting the home.  Orienting most south-facing windows to the east of true south means
early warming of rooms in the winter.  Orienting the windows more to the west of true
south allows more afternoon warming although this will require additional shading during
the summer months to avoid possible overheating

Building Orientation

Orientating the long axis within 30 degrees East or West of true South still allows
good Solar access. 
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PASSIVE SOLAR

Passive solar energy systems require no energy to operate and are an intrinsic part of the
home design.  Passive systems add little additional cost, operate with almost no
supervision and require little or no maintenance.  The basic elements of all passive
systems are south-facing windows and internal thermal mass.  Solar heating is simply
sunlight entering the house that is absorbed and converted into heat energy which is later
released inside the house as it cools. Any house with south facing windows can be a solar
home. 

An energy efficient passive solar home works through proper design which makes good
use of the sun's energy for heating and lighting. while providing the opportunity for sunny
rooms, attached sunrooms and solariums. With reasonable solar access, almost any plan
or style of house can incorporate passive solar features.  An energy efficient home is not
necessarily a solar home, but solar energy is very effective at further lowering energy
consumption and associated costs. 

Attached sunspaces and solariums have become more popular as a way to lengthen our
growing season and enjoy a little more time in the sun.  With a great variety of styles
available, sunspaces fall into two broad categories of freestanding and lean-to types.
Solariums are usually incorporated into the internal dimensions of a home.                    
                                      
Sunspaces and solariums work by admitting solar heat (sunlight) which is absorbed by the
materials inside it - concrete or tile floors, masonry walls in sunspaces attached to homes,
storage containers of water, wooden plant benches full of dirt - the greater the mass, the
more heat the space will be able to absorb.

Winter Solar Energy Access

To maximize the solar potential full solar access should be available during winter days.
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DIRECT GAIN

The simplest passive solar heating design is the, ADirect GainA approach.  This means
that the space within the house or sunroom is heated by direct sunlight.  If the space is
used as a solar collector, then it must also contain a method of absorbing and storing
enough daytime heat to be useful at night. The house itself becomes a sort of live-in solar
collector with heat storage and distribution built right in.  Direct gain systems work
continually collecting solar energy from either direct sunlight or diffused light through
clouds or haze.         

Direct Gain Passive System

    Sunlight shines directly in
      heating the house interior

                                                                         

With the direct gain approach, south facing glass is exposed to the maximum amount of
solar energy in winter and the minimum amount of solar gain in summer.  Since a portion
of this heat can be captured and stored for use at night, the walls and/or floors need to be
constructed of materials capable of storing additional heat .  

This interior heat storage helps prevent large fluctuations of indoor temperatures during
the day while storing the extra heat for later use.  The most common mass used is
composed of masonry materials such as brick, floor tile, masonry, stone or concrete,
although water storage can be used as well.  Phase change materials which can store
tremendous amounts of heat energy are being developed but are currently not widely
available and are costly. 

Most homes contain enough thermal mass in walls, floors and furniture to absorb the
energy coming in through south-glazing sized at a maximum of 8 to 10% of the total floor
area.                                                       
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DIRECT GAIN

In northern latitudes, less glass area is often used to reduce excessive winter heat loss.
Energy efficient homes which have very low heat losses will also require less south glass
area, unless the internal thermal mass is increased to avoid overheating. Problems with
direct gain passive solar homes can include glare and sunlight-faded fabrics.

If the window area increases (10 to 15% or more) relative to floor area, then special
glazings and additional thermal mass will be required.  This mass can be in the form of
a concrete floor, heavy floor tiles, masonry planters, masonry or brick feature walls, a
stone or concrete fireplace, or some type of water storage container.   As a general rule,
for each  one square foot (1m ) of south-facing glass in a space over the 10% maximum,2

one needs  five square feet (5m ) of masonry  four inches thick (100mm) or the equivalent2

in increased thermal mass (a ratio of 1:5).  Because mass absorbs and releases heat
slowly, expect wide temperature swings in the order of 10 F (5 C) in direct gain spaces0 0

with larger window areas.

Where large window areas are involved, there are two methods for reducing nighttime heat
loss, which in cold climates can be very high.  The first is the use of current window
technology which combines Low-E coated glazings, insulating spacers and insulating
gases between panes to provide R values above 5 (RSI-0.87). Specialty Low-E coated
glazings and window films can also be used to help control excessive heat gain and
ultraviolet. The other is the use of  window insulation at night to help reduce heat loss. 

Studies in Canada and the northern US have shown that a conservative passive solar
approach is more economical in both capital cost and performance.  This approach starts
by super-insulating and air sealing the building to reduce the heat load as much as
possible.  A small amount of well insulated, south facing glass allows direct solar heat
gain without incurring radical temperature swings within the building.  Instead of adding
extra tons of rock in or under the structure, existing mass in the form of flooring (tiles) and
additional gypsum wallboard and (perhaps some strategically placed masonry), is utilized.
This approach adds very little cost as only the windows need to be upgraded.  The
collection, storage and distribution of heat within a purely passive home is done without
mechanical devices using convection and radiation.
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INDIRECT GAIN

Indirect Gain is when sunlight strikes a thermal mass which is located between the sun
and the space to be heated.  The sunlight absorbed by the mass is converted to thermal
energy and then transferred into the living space.  The most common type of indirect gain
system is the thermal storage wall. 

Indirect Gain System

   Heat from the thermal mass
   transfers to house interior

          Sun strikes mass wall

  Vents at the top and bottom 
  help increase efficiency

Trombe walls are the most commonly known form of indirect gain. The thermal mass wall
should be located 4" or more directly behind the glass. These walls are usually made of
masonry. Alternatives include water walls, roof ponds or attached greenhouses.          

Indirect gain systems can work well with energy efficient homes because of the ability it
provides for better control of passive solar heating.  In this type of system, the sunlight
strikes a thermal mass inside of or in between it and the interior space to be heated.  With
this system, large areas of glass can be used. The design rule of thumb here is one
square foot or metre of south-facing window is required for each square foot or metre of
floor area you wish to heat.   Insulation of the glass at night is a must to prevent heat loss
from the mass to the outside.  The mass must be 12 to 18 inches thick (300 to 450 mm
) if masonry or 8 inch thick (200 mm) if water.  This type of passive solar collection system
works well if there is good solar access and a view you don't mind blocking with mass
walls.  Thermosiphoning slots at the top and bottom will slightly increase the energy
absorbed into the space - but the slots must be blocked at night to prevent the reverse
effect (heat being removed from the space).
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. 
SUNSPACES AND SOLARIUMS

Attached sunspaces or solariums are often combined direct and indirect gain spaces.
They are directly heated but can provide an indirect means of heating the house.  These
types of spaces usually have lots of glass area and can be subject to severe overheating
or heat loss, especially when both the roof and walls are glazed.  It is important that the
spaces are well designed with provisions for spring, summer and fall ventilation to control
heat build-up.  One drawback with passive solar sunspaces and greenhouses is that
summer overheating can be severe when no one is home to operate manual shading or
ventilating devices.

Sunspace Ventilation

         Ridge vents allow
         heated air to escape

A fan unit may be needed
to help keep the sunspace 
cool on hot sunny days

         Eave vents promote outward
         circulation of heated air

          Opening or screened doors allow cooler 
          air in and promote cross ventilation

A simple attached lean-to style sunspace can be a useful heat gathering space - it can
stand large temperature swings and can be closed off and not heated in the middle of
winter.  If designed properly, a sunspace can be an enjoyable, convenient outdoor
insect-free space (with large screened openings in summer).  It can be used for bedding
plants, and to extend the fall tomato harvest but, unless lots of energy is pumped in over
the winter months, It can be more economical to leave the sunspace dormant from
November to February. 

Most sunspaces however are used year round and often do double duty as small family
plant rooms and greenhouses. Sunspaces are most often integrated with the house and
heated with the main heating system. A passive solar sunspace can help to reduce the
increased heating cost associated with a year round sunspace located in a cold climate.

 Passive solar heating is free and produces no pollutants.  
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SUNSPACES AND SOLARIUMS

Passive Heat Storage

   Warm air is drawn down
   from the top by            Mass objects (water barrels)
   fan and ducts            absorb solar energy

 Cool air
 return to
 sunspace

Heat radiates              Floor and water storage     
from floor        units release energy at
storage to        night to keep spaces warm
sunspace at night        Heat is transferred to rock

     storage under floor

To help heat the home, mass storage and some method of transferring the heat to the
living space is required.  This can be a mass wall between the two areas, water storage
containers, forced-air distribution system or a rock storage/air distribution system.  Some
storage bed systems can lead to complicated damper, fan and thermostatic control
functions which is not in keeping with the concept of passive collection.

GREENHOUSES

A greenhouse is totally different.  Plants cannot tolerate large temperature swings, thrive
best in high humidity, and require heat in winter and ventilation in summer to survive.  The
large glass areas need winter insulation and summer shading to create a reasonable
atmosphere for growing things.  Condensation is often a problem created by the high level
of humidity associated with plants.  A working, active, attached greenhouse will actually
increase the heating costs of your home because it is another room to heat with a high
heat loss rate in the winter.  Insects can be a problem as well and  pesticides should not
be used in an airtight structure.  A working greenhouse would have to remain isolated to
keep pesticide residues out of any attached living space.  This would severely limit the
greenhouse as an effective passive heat source for the home.
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SUMMER SHADING

During the summer, the south side receives less solar radiation than the roof because the
sun is higher above the horizon.  Overhangs can be designed to block the sun and control
overheating by shading windows in the summer.

 
The length of overhang required is calculated by dividing the distance from the underside
of the overhang to the sill of the window by 1.7.  This  length of overhang would then
shade the window from late May to early August for most central Canadian climate
latitudes.  When the sun is lower in the sky the window becomes less shaded so all
available solar energy enters during the heaviest heating season - November to March.
West facing windows are subject to overheating all year long because the setting sun is
low no matter what the season and will require extra shading or Low-E window units.

Overhang Length

Overhang Length = window height
                    1.7

  Overhang Length          Window
         Height

Check with your local weather office or service for winter sun angles for your area.
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INTERIOR PLANNING

PLAN LAYOUT AND ZONING

As pointed out, a rectangular house shape is most efficient in terms of solar energy gain
and minimum surface area heat loss.  The challenge then becomes one of arranging all
the spaces your family needs into that rectangular volume.

First list all the areas you require.  These are the basic requirements such as a kitchen,
bedrooms and bathrooms.  Just as important are the living spaces, special work areas,
storage, mechanical rooms, entries, etc.  Beside each space you list, note the area
required.  Totalling the areas and adding 25 to 30% for circulation, storage space and wall
thickness will give you approximate total home area.  It may be hard to visualize the size
of the spaces you need.  Measure the rooms you live in now for ideas on size.  Utilize
scale furniture in planning each room so that nothing is left out of your plan - you should
involve planning for future furniture purchases also.  To eliminate future space problems,
it is important that sound decisions are made with regard to space.  The planning stage
is the best time to make them.

As noted in initial planning a
rectangular shape offers the best
compromise of house volume versus
exposed exterior surface area. There
are many configurations for a
solar-oriented home.  A bungalow or
bi-level with a fully developed lower
level, a two-storey home, or a one and
one-half storey house will, as
illustrated, result in the basic
rectangular shape.

Efficient House Shapes

                 One and One-half Storey Shape

        Two Storey Shape

Bilevel Shape

The next task is to arrange the spaces required into the desired house shape.  Draw each
space to approximate scale size as a bubble, rough square or rectangle on a piece of
paper.  Cut them out and arrange them in different ways to help you visualize a final
layout.  At this point consider the views from each space, the natural light and ventilation
requirements, and the room-to-room relationships.
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PLAN LAYOUT AND ZONING

Analyze each room individually with regard to windows and doors, then how it will relate
to other rooms in the plan.  Certain rooms, such as living or family rooms, require lots of
natural light, can be good passively heated spaces and will be used by all family members
- these rooms are termed the living zone.  Other rooms, such as the kitchen, utility and
bathroom areas, require plumbing, more artificial light, lots of storage facilities and are
referred to as the working zone.  Quiet, private bedroom areas are called the sleeping
zone.  An important aspect of successful planning is maintaining separate zones - keeping
noisy and quiet areas apart.

Single Level Sketch Layout

        Working Zone
        Sleeping Zone  

                                                                                                                     

      Living Zone

Consider solar energy when laying out the rooms for an energy-efficient home.  This
graphic  illustrates a potential  bungalow layout which places the working zone (requiring
few windows) on the north side, the sleeping zone on the east side (where early morning
sun is appreciated) and the living zone on the south side (where the sun can warm the
spaces during the day). 
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PLAN LAYOUT AND ZONING

If the lower level is to be developed, 'vertical' zoning is also important.  The potential
bilevel layout plan shows how the three individual zones are kept separate vertically (one
above the other) as well as horizontally.  Isolating bedroom and living areas above one
another keeps quiet areas well separated from the lived-in zones.

Bilevel Sketch Layout

     Working Zones

  Sleeping Zones       Living Zones

In any home plan compromises usually have to be made.  Some areas requiring windows
may be on the north, bedrooms may face west because there isn't room for all of them on
the east, or vertical zoning rules may be broken - as often is the case in a two-storey
home.
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PLAN LAYOUT AND ZONING

The three levels shown in the illustration, have been arranged for solar access to all living
and sleeping areas.  The utility room, bathrooms, entries, and the garage have been
placed as a buffer on the north side. 

Three Level Sketch Layout

     Central Stair Location
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ROOM LAYOUT AND TRAFFIC FLOW

Traffic flow and stair location are integral parts of successful home layouts.  The previous
section on interior planning  showed that stairs should be located centrally to the plans so
that circulation to all spaces is direct and convenient. Traffic flow through the home should
be as easy and simple as possible.  Centrally located entries, as well as stairs, help in
simplifying traffic flow in the home.

Room Layout

        Furniture can be an obstacle Traffic should flow unobstructed and
         to traffic in individual rooms  conveniently to the most frequently

                                    as this poor layout shows      used rooms

Traffic flow in individual rooms should also reflect this simplicity.  Locate frequently used
items convenient to the user - for example, closets and dressers in bedrooms should be
close to the door, not on the other side of obstacles like beds.

     Kitchen Triangle
Consider how each room can be designed
for ease of use, especially those work
areas like kitchens and utility rooms.  In
the kitchen, the sink, range and refrigerator
form the corners of the kitchen triangle and
the total perimeter length should fall
between 15 ft and 22 ft. (4.5m and 6.7m).
Millimetres and metres are the common SI
system dimensions used for length
measurements on plans.

Kitchen triangle perimeter should fall
between 15 and 22 feet

Scale drawings and furniture should be used to analyze how each room works in your
home.  Make sure that the plan and rooms relate well throughout.  In the enthusiasm of
creating an energy-efficient home, don't overlook the functionality of the plan in terms of
a family living space. A wide variety of good software programs are available which can
help you develop your floor plans.
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ROOM LAYOUT AND TRAFFIC FLOW

Many energy efficient home plans have horizontal and vertical openings between living
spaces so that passively heated air is free to move about the space.   In these types of
plans, individual room design may be overshadowed by the impact of the entire space.
This is important when considering traffic patterns and furniture placement and how the
space appears visually from one area to another. Closed plans on the other hand, are
subdivided into individual spaces.  In these layouts, the rooms are separate.  Less
importance is given to the overall interior and visual impact.

Most homes are a combination of closed and open plans.  Living, working and activity
spaces usually have a degree of openness between them.  The kitchen and eating may
be combined, hobby and family areas joined, sun spaces and living areas can be linked,
or dining and recreation spaces may occur together.  Private spaces, such as bedrooms
and bathrooms, constitute a closed part to every plan. 

DESIGNING FOR A HANDICAPPED OCCUPANT
         Clearances for Wheelchairs

Special consideration should be given to
handicapped occupants of your home
during the planning stages.  The degree of
handicap will of course govern how a plan
and construction must be modified.
Special hardware and doors, heights of
countertops, levels of illumination and the
elimination of stairs may be factors
requiring consideration.

The most significant changes in planning
occur when accommodating occupants
requiring wheelchairs.  The graphic
illustrates some of the design criteria
involved in making sure adequate
manoeuvring room is left in the home.

        Hallways must be at least 36 in. wide and
              doorways a minimum of 32 in.
Install grab bars
as required 

Maintain clearances
    around fixtures

Allow a free area of 60 in
for adequate turning area

On-grade entries can eliminate the need for exterior ramps and will provide much safer
winter access.  Hallways should be at least 36 inches (900mm) wide with clear access
provided to doorways - small jogs or angles should be avoided.  Any house plan can be
easily changed in order to accommodate a person confined to a wheelchair.
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INITIAL PLANNING STEPS

A SUMMARY

The key to a successful home design lies in the accommodation of the occupant's needs,
wishes, tastes and lifestyles.  In a home planning exercise, the following steps have to be
considered.

# Develop a list of spaces and their approximate required sizes.

# Check that all group and individual needs are met (remembering that small
children, elderly or handicapped occupants may have special needs)

# Combine spaces and functions into 'multi-purpose' rooms or areas to conserve
excess building area.  Scale furniture should be utilized to determine if areas have
enough room for circulation and your furniture pieces.  

# Establish the building shape you require - bungalow, bilevel, One and a half Storey,
Two Storey, etc.  A rectangular volume, oriented along an east-west axis, is most
practical in a cold climate.

# Using the selected building shape, arrange the interior spaces for ease of
circulation, access to stairs and entries, proper zoning of working, living and
sleeping areas, and interior/exterior relationships (to views, outdoor recreation
areas, entries, etc)

# Make sure openings (such as doors and windows) are properly located with respect
to views, circulation (both interior and exterior), natural light and ventilation, and for
passive solar access.

Quite often, little thought is given to areas like entries, bathrooms and hobby areas or
concepts in window design with regard to function, interior-exterior relationships, or the
potential for passive solar heat.  Time spent during the initial planning stages can result
in an energy efficient home truly tailored to your own family which will provide lasting
economy, comfort and satisfaction. 
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EXTERIOR DESIGN

EXTERIOR STYLES

Exterior design should express the inner plan and lifestyle of the inhabitants.
Unpretentious, informal and contemporary design frequently illustrates this concept better
than earlier architectural styles.  Many traditional styles were designed with massive stone
or timber walls for structural reasons and to protect the family from the outdoors.
Contemporary design tends to emphasize a lighter scale and interior-exterior relationship
of spaces.  Window and door openings unify interior and exterior activities, views and
finishing materials.

Selecting a house design that fits your style of living and budget, meets your taste and is
energy efficient, is difficult.  But an energy efficient home operates because of proper
design, orientation, construction and operation - the exterior 'cosmetics' applied afterward
will not greatly affect energy use.  It is personally satisfying, however, to live in a home
that is pleasing in appearance. 

Lines in Exterior Designs One Plan - Different Styles

Vertical and angular line

Horizontal and curved line

Conventional

Traditional

Tudor
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EXTERIOR STYLES
One Plan - Different Styles

Conventional Traditional

Contemporary Spanish

As illustrated, conventional homes can be transformed to different styles by using exterior
finishing materials.  Among popular North American houses seen today:

Colonial styles are characterized by formal, balanced design, a narrow siding or brick,
shutters, small window panes, a columned entry and dormer windows.

Tudor styles show sharp gables, stucco and half-timber construction, bay windows,
diagonal mullions and recessed doorways.

Spanish homes show low pitched roofs, white stucco walls, wide overhangs, curved
archways, wrought iron details and darkly stained woodwork.

Modern style homes have developed out of an informal lifestyle.  General characteristics
include careful structure-site integration, open floor plan, shed roofs, larger glass areas,
geometric forms and an honest display of finishing materials. 

Contemporary housing has developed recently and is most often characterized by the
ranch styles used with bungalow homes.  The long, low roof with wide overhangs is a
dominant feature - but the rambling development is not in keeping with the compact,
energy-saving styles required in a low energy home.
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EXTERIOR STYLES

The openings (doors and windows) and exterior finishing materials used on a home can
be varied in style and applications to create different home characters. Notice in the
illustration how combinations and variations of horizontal, vertical, angular and curvilinear
lines can be used to emphasize height, width, depth, volume or mass.  Windows
especially contribute to pleasing exterior appearances.  Uniformity in selection and
placement are important in design although unique shapes or sizes, used discreetly, can
lend an individualistic appearance to a home.

ROOF DESIGN

The roof is one of the strongest architectural elements of a home.  A badly proportioned
roof is very distracting.  The shape of the roof does more to establish the character of the
house than any other single feature.  Trying alternate roof lines on a home can be an
interesting exercise.

Roof Shapes

Note how different roof styles placed on the same
       house plan can alter the appearance

Narrow Overhang, Medium slope Gable Roof

         Wide Overhang, Low Slope Gable Roof

   Hip Roof

     Third Gable added to Low Slope Gable Roof

       Modified Hip Roof
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ADAPTING A PLAN

EXISTING PLANS

It is difficult to find a home plan that is exactly what you have been looking for.  That is
because most houses have not been designed specifically for you, your family or your
site.  On the other hand, many people seem to be able to find a plan that is close to what
they want, and any plan can easily be altered.  One that you see in a newspaper, a
building brochure or at a show home site may appeal to you in general.  With a room
change here or there, it may be the answer to your housing dreams.

For convenience in planning, you may want to draw your floor plan on paper at a scale of
1:50 - which means that every millimetre on paper equals 50 mm in actual size or a scale
of 1/4 inch equals one foot.  If you use this scale when drawing, it will be easy to use scale
furniture for planning and a draftsperson will readily be able to follow your ideas.  It also
saves time to have 'onionskin-type' tracing paper on hand so that you can trace proposed
changes or alterations on it in pencil right over top of your original floor plans.

Making one or two changes to an existing plan is an easy modification.  Simple internal
changes could include removing or altering closets and storage areas, changing bathroom
layouts, revising kitchen/eating arrangements, or altering entry locations. If this plan were
used on a farm or acreage, the family may want to revise it as shown so that a better 'mud
room' and air lock is provided at the most frequently used entry (through the garage).

A Simple Plan Revision

A standard back entry as          Revising the plan as shown would
shown would work well in          make for a more sheltered entry and 
any location          mud room

           Utility    Utility

Garage      Living       Garage            Living

        Entry

                
Kitchen         Kitchen

         Family/Dining               Family/ Dining

           
             
           Sunspace           Sunspace
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CHANGING  AN EXISTING PLAN

A more major interior modification could be made to change the entire character of a plan.
Major internal modifications might include changing one or two bedrooms into work and
hobby areas or increasing storage space.  This floor plan shows a revised
kitchen/livingroom area to make it a more open-type plan.  Instead of isolating the living
area from the kitchen/eating space, all three functions can occur together - just the
'closed-to-open' plan alteration that may suit an active family. 

Opening Out a Plan

      A simple wall change, opens
        the living area to a more
               casual lifestyle

           Bedroom 2      Bedroom 3                               Bedroom 2      Bedroom 3   Family
              Living Room

  

            Bedroom 1          Bedroom 1                                    Kitchen/Eating             Kitchen/Eating

Altering the exterior appearance also falls under this category.  If you have a floor plan you
like, coupled with an exterior design you don't, just remember that appearance is usually
only skin deep.  Relocating windows or doors, differing exterior finishes or differing roof
lines can drastically change the exterior look. The exterior design section showed how the
same basic plan could be used to create a number of 'different looks'.
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EXPANDING  AN EXISTING PLAN

Few new home plans are conceived with the idea that one day the home might easily be
expanded to meet additional needs.  However, an expandable house may be the answer
for a young couple with no children and limited finances.  By initially planning for a home
that can easily be added to at a later date, you can have a home in the end which meets
the basic requirements for function, economy and individuality.  Illustrated is a simple,
expandable house plan.  Two bedrooms are added as the family and their financial
capabilities grow.

Expanding a House Plan
   

    The new space is built on a crawlspace foundation           
During initial construction
planned openings can be
framed into the wall - this
makes tying in the new

Bedroom 3 addition quite simple
Utility

            Kitchen/Eating

     Living Room
            Bedroom 1 Bedroom 2

Another approach to planning for expansion  shows how the desired plan is only partially
built initially.  The rooms adopt their final use when the plan is completed - in this case,
when the garage and entry section is added.

Planning for Expansion
        This area serves as the main entry
          space until conditions allow the
          garage/sunspace to be completed

Kitchen       Dining   Kitchen                   Dining

    Family            Living Room    Garage              Sunspace          Family           Living Room

 Partial Main Floor Completed Main Floor
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EXPANDING  AN EXISTING PLAN

It is difficult to build in the capability of adding to a basement-type foundation.  Because
of this limitation, additions are often constructed on crawlspace or slab type foundations.
However, when completing your initial planning be sure to allow for future planned
development.  This includes water, sewer, electrical and heating needs so that the
services are properly sized for any additions and can easily be connected in the future.

ADAPTING  A PLAN TO FIT YOUR SITE 

Most energy efficient home designs show ideal elevations and site slopes.  However, your
site may be flat or have a north facing slope as opposed to the ideal south-facing situation.
The basic rules of minimizing east, west and north windows still apply but the amount of
south-facing glazing may have to be reduced for a home built on a north-facing slope.
Site protection and unobstructed winter sun requirements still apply.

Different slope situations can also affect entries.  A bilevel entry change as shown is a
possible solution to building this home on a flat site.

Altering an Entry

        This entry may require many
     exterior steps if the site is too flat  Site slope conditions may mean

 a bilevel entry would be more
 appropriate for this plan

   Bedroom   Bedroom

Kitchen/Family Kitchen/Family
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ADAPTING  A PLAN TO FIT YOUR SITE

Proper orientation for views and solar gain may be another concern in siting.  This Plan
is shown drawn again in a mirror image.  Note how the space orientation changes.  If you
have selected a floor plan and suspect a reverse image would improve the layout on your
site, hold the plan up to a mirror and evaluate the effect.

Reversing a Plan

Bedroom 1    Bedroom 2              Kitchen/Eating

      Living Room

  Bedroom 3

       Bedroom 3

   Living Room

     Kitchen/Eating      Bedroom 1             Bedroom 2

The reversed image of this plan shows how each room orientation is changed. 
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ADAPTING  A PLAN TO FIT YOUR SITE

Adapting a plan for your site will most probably involve a combination of changes.  This
plan shows an example adapting a plan for a family considering this home for a rural site,
with access from the south-west, and wanting an attached garage with mudroom. The
revised plan could be as shown.  A larger laundry/mudroom entry provides the link to the
garage, with an airlock foyer and more coat storage space provided in the house itself (the
plan was reversed to allow a view from the kitchen to the yard).  In this case, the garage
provides a good buffer against winter winds and the bedroom windows are oriented east
of south for excellent morning light and passive gain.

Major Plan Revisions

           The desired site access is
           south-west with views to
           the south-east

      Sunspace          Sunspace

   Kitchen/Eating

          Kitchen/Eating

             Living

   Living                                         Foyer

        Utility

     Garage

Not only has the plan been 
reversed, a garage / entry
has been added

Adapting a plan to your particular needs and site can vary from a simple position change
to complex interior alterations and additions.  Any plan you see on paper is just that - and
changes are easy at that point.  Even plans for premanufactured alternatives such as
modular, sectional or package homes can be altered to a large degree.  Partitions can be
moved, doors and windows altered or finishes changed.  If you visit a show home that
appeals to you, find out where drawings are available.  For a small fee, they too can
readily be altered so that the resulting home will fit you and your family both now and in
the future.
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